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1. INTRODUCTION 
The objects of molecular biology are assembled by mechanisms not yet completely 
understood. Some of these objects seem to develop through a process of self-assembly, 
and others are assembled by independent devices such as ribosomes. (It is shown in 
[12] that a model of self-assembly, i.e., idealized chemical combination, is capable 
of universal computability just in case there are at least two dimensions in which to 
self-assemble--paralleling the main result of the present paper.) Here we idealize 
the latter device as a Turing machine designed to assemble rather than to compute. 
By this we mean that a physical structure is to serve as the tape of the machine and 
the operation of the machine is confined to the surface of the structure. The permissible 
operations consist only of adjoining building blocks to the structure and moving along 
the surface. Building blocks (once emplaced) may not be removed or replaced by the 
machine. We think of the structure as being suspended in a medium which has no 
effect or influence upon the course of assembly other than to serve as an inexhaustible 
source of a finite number of kinds of building blocks. 
As a Turing machine, the device we are considering seems severely restricted. The 
questions we may then ask are: How does the dimensionality of space affect this 
restriction ? Is the number of kinds of building blocks important ? Are the structures 
which can be algorithmically assembled in this way topologically identical? And 
how may the complexity of assembling be rated against he complexity of (ordinary 
Turing) computing ? 
In this note we show that assembling in Euclidean n-space is equivalent to universal 
computability if n ~ 2, and just one type of building block suffices. The structures 
which may be assembled are not topologically equivalent. In [2], it is shown that the 
halting problem for assembling in one-dimensional space is solvable (even if the 
assembler is nondeterministic), and the domains and ranges of linear assemblers are 
related to regular sets and context-free languages. In [3], some implications of the 
automata viewpoint for molecular biology are discussed. 
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We now formalize the notions introduced above. An assembly is a finite collection 
of building blocks (colored unit cubes) which is facewise-connected in Euclidean space 
E n . The component cubes of an assembly have corners at the lattice points in En 9 
(We refer to the unit cubes defined by lattice-points in En as "squares.") We suppose 
that there are available just k kinds (colors) of building blocks and we identify these 
with symbols ai in the alphabet ~/ = {D, a x ,..., ak} (tz denotes the blank) of a Turing 
machine J -  = (Q, A, ~r) with set Q of states and program rr. We call 3" a Turing 
assembler (planar assembler in the case of E2, linear assembler in the case of El) if the 
program 7r is such that: 
(i) Y ,  in making a unit move from a nonblank square to a blank square, 
cannot ever leave the blank square without first writing some symbol ai (placing 
a building block) in the blank square; unless it leaves the blank square to return to 
the last nonblank square which it scanned; 
(ii) J -  may never rewrite any nonblank symbol. 
So the assembler is a particularly restricted nonerasing machine. In [11], Wang 
considers nonerasing "B-machines" with two-symbol alphabets. These machines 
have a universal computing capability, but the computational objects they produce are 
not assemblies ( ince they are not connected). (Wang's B-machines have been general- 
ized by Belyakin ([4-6]), who considered Turing machines, over both the plane and 
one-dimensional half-infinite tapes, with partially ordered alphabets (A, <) ;  these 
machines have a restricted erasure capability in that they may replace a symbol b 
by a symbol b' only if b < b'; Belyakin showed that such machines may realize certain 
recursive operators, but his machines fail as Turing assemblers, on several counts.) 
Algorithmically generated assemblies appear in the work of Ulam [10] and Schrandt 
and Ulam [9], but their generating devices are cellular automata, and they do not 
study the general computational capabilities of such systems. On the other hand, 
Michael Rabin, in a conversation concerning the problem of algorithmic assembly, 
told us that in unpublished work he had shown that one building block was sufficient 
for universal computation by simulating two-counter Minsky machines, but he did 
not indicate details of either the simulation or the proof. (We prove such a result, below, 
both for Turing machines and Minsky machines, in terms of Turing assemblers as 
they are defined here.) 
The class of Turing assemblers that operate over the plane might be considered 
too awkward a device--especially because of its inability to erase--to be considered 
seriously as a computational mechanism. But in fact, the typical algorithms of elemen- 
tary school arithmetic (adding, multiplying, dividing) are all meant o operate without 
erasure, and the complexes of digits they produce are just assemblies, as defined above. 
Turing, when he wrote "On Computable Numbers ...," had something of the human 
calculator in mind ("... I shall only say that the justification lies in the fact that the 
human memory is necessarily limited"), but he opted for the purely mechanical 
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("There are certain types of process used by nearly all machines ... copying ..., com- 
paring sequences, erasing all symbols of a given form ..."). Thus, his machines 
enjoyed the relative efficiency that the capability of erasure bestows. But what is the 
relative efficiency ? We show that a planar assembler equires time that, at most, is 
a polynomial in the computation time and length of input of an ordinary Turing 
machine to represent the same computation. 
2. PLANAR ASSEMBLERS 
Let ~" :-- .(Q, A, ~r/~ be an ordinary (one-head, one-tape, one-dimensional) Turing 
machine with program ~r, set Q of states, and alphabet A = {a 0 ,..., as} where a o is 
the blank symbol (for Y ) .  We assume that 3" starts any computation with a tape all 
but finitely many squares of which contain the blank a o of J ' .  At any point in a 
computation of .7  the working strip is the minimal (connected) segment of J " s  tape 
containing all nonblank squares and all squares which :~- has (up to this point) pre- 
viously scanned. The configuration of G-, at this point, is the string UqV, where q 
is the state occupied by .~r, and U and V are strings over the alphabet A such that UV 
is the working strip and the first symbol of V corresponds to the symbol under scan 
by 3-  at this point. Let ~-- denote the computation-step relation, so that, for con- 
figurations c and c' of 3-, we have c ~-- c' just in case the configuration c' follows c 
in one computational step of J - .  Given the ordinary Turing machine J -  = (Q, A, or), 
we shall construct a corresponding Turing assembler T '=  (Q', A', 7r'~ where 
A'  == .4 L9 Q L9 {_-,} and [] is the blank of 3- ' .  The Turing assembler 3"'  is intended 
to produce assemblies in the plane in a way which embodies computations by J - .  
The initial assemblies to which J "  will be applied will be linear assemblies corre- 
sponding to initial configurations of 3-, say configurations of the form qlV, where V 
is a string over the alphabet A and V := a 0 if 57" starts on an empty tape. 
Next, we shall informally describe the program ~r' of .~ '  by implication in terms 
of the way in which J - '  operates. ~"  begins in its initial state, scanning the leftmost 
nonblank square in the plane: we shall assume that the initially nonblank squares 
have positions which may be identified with the lattice points (0, 0), (0, 1) ..... (0, m) 
for some suitable m >~ 1. 5 r '  moves toward the right, searching for the unique 
occurrence of some q E Q. When 3- '  locates this symbol q, 3- '  need only check the 
identity of the symbols immediately to the left and right of this q and then consult 
its program ~r' (which embodies the program 7r) in order to move up by one coordinate 
unit and begin writing the corresponding triplet in the next configuration of 3". 
For example, if .~-' has just read past the symbol q in the topmost row of an assembly 
C]ID C] ~ ID D D ~ D C) D [3 D O D FJ ~ D Z IZI n t9 ~ I~ C] 
: ra t3unoa  a a b b a b q a a a bDDDDCID 
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and if the program r of J -  contains the rule (q, a, b, p, --1) (i.e., if 3", when in state q 
reading symbol a, prints symbol b in place of a, changes to state p and moves left), 
then J - '  moves up from a, writes b, moves left, writes b, moves left, writes p. After 
this, 3- '  can move left in a sequence of U-shaped motions, copying the left part of 
the configuration into empty squares just above. When this action is complete, J "  
can return to the last nonblank square along the top of the assembly and check whether 
there exists a right-hand part of the configuration which must be copied into squares 




It is easy to check that these successive reconstructions of the configurations of Y 
can be done by J - '  within the restrictions that define Turing assemblers. When J - '  
completes the top level of an assembly, it simply searches back along this level until it 
encounters some state symbol q, and the procedure described above is then iterated. 
No difficulties arise if the top level of the assembly has to extend (one square to the 
left or right) further than the level immediately below. 
Of course, the program 7r' of 3- '  must be rigged so that, when the search along 
the top level of the current assembly encounters a state symbol q which is terminal 
for J - ,  then J - '  itself immediately halts. Then J - '  halts just in case J -  does, and in 
this case the top level of the assembly constructed by 3"  is just the terminal con- 
figuration in the corresponding computation by 3"-. Also, we have been able to ignore 
the encoding question, since we need only know the encoding used by ~Y" to obtain 
the result encoded by a terminal assembly of J - ' .  And finally, it should be clear that 
we can obtain J - '  effectively from ~--. 
In the above formulation of J - '  we have been extravagant with the number of 
nonblank symbols used by J " .  Now we show that, with a different strategy of assem- 
bling, we may reduce the number of nonblank symbols, required by J " ,  to unity. 
THEOREM. For any (ordinary, one-head, one-tape) Turing machine, 3- = (Q, A, rr), 
there is a Turing assembler 3-" ~- (Q', A', rr') over the plane which represents J" and 
has a two-symbol a phabet. 
Proof. As before, we shall design the assembler 3- '  to build the sequence of 
configurations occurring in computations of ~-. Let A be a symbol not in A t.) Q. 
If  cl F-- c2 ~ "" ~-- ck is the sequence of configurations generated by a computation 
of J ' ,  then 3- '  is to construct an assembly which encodes the string AelA% "'" Ae,A, 
where the encoding is as follows. We identify the symbols in the set B = A t3 Q t3 {A} 
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with the integers 1, 2,..., r (for suitable r). Let + be the nonblank symbol in the 
alphabet A'. Then any string bob 1 ""  bj over B is to be encoded as an assembly in 
the plane by squares in the set U0<,<~ {(x, y): 1 ~ y ~ b~} marked with + and all 
other squares blank. 
The mode of operation of J - '  is, roughly, to read the height of a column of marked 
squares, remember this height, move to the right-hand end of the current assembly, 
and add a further column to the assembly by marking off a column of the remembered 
height. However, to avoid copying a column prematurely, G-' must first check that 
neither the column bi, which is to be copied, nor the next column bi+ 1 denotes a state 
q6Q;  when this is not the case, J - '  places the mark + in square (i, 0), and then 
proceeds to the right-hand end of the assembly and adjoins a copy of column bi. 
Then Y '  moves toward the left, along the bottom edge of the assembly, with a 
sequence of 17-shaped motions, checking for a square (i, 0) which is marked. When 
this marked square is encountered, the procedure is iterated. On the other hand, if J - '  
is scheduled to copy column b~ but, upon checking column b~+ 1 , finds that bi+ 1 ~ Q, 
then ~Y-' also checks bi+2 ;9--' then consults the program of Y ,  marks the squares (i, 0), 
(i + 1, 0), and (i + 2, 0), and then moves to the right-hand end of the assembly 
and marks three new columns, one of which must be a state q ~ Q. If  this q is a terminal 
state, ~Y-' remembers this, and at the conclusion of the construction of the current 
configuration, J "  itself halts. 
I f  an initial configuration of 57- is situated in the plane with its symbols represented 
by columns of +'s,  as above, with its lower leftmost marked square at (0, 1), and if J - '  
is started in its initial state scanning this same square, then 3--' produces (representa- 
tions of) the same sequence of configurations produced by 3". Moreover, 9"  halts 
just in case Y halts; and in this latter case, the final configuration of Y is precisely 
the (representation f the) rightmost configuration, i.e., the configuration bracketed 
by the rightmost two occurrences of the (representation f the) symbol A (or, alter- 
nately, the configuration of 3- represented by that part of the assembly containing 
marked columns in which the squares at (x, 0) are unmarked). 
It is clear that J - '  may be obtained effectively from 9-'. | 
In the construction of the Turing assembler, as given above, the assembler is 
permitted to roam freely over the assembly itself. The question arises whether the 
Turing assembler can be confined to the periphery of the assembly and retain the 
ability to represent an arbitrary Turing machine. We next show in outline that this 
further estriction does not limit the power of the Turing assembler. 
Let J -  = (Q, A, 7r) be a one-head, one-tape Turing machine, the alphabet of which 
is A = {% ,..., a,,} where a 0 is the blank symbol of Y .  We may take the set Q of states 
of 3-  to be Q = {q0, ql ..... qm}- We let an arbitrary configuration of 3-  again be 
represented by an assembly of marked squares in the plane, with the assembly being 
bordered (at the bottom) by the x-axis in the following way. Each occurrence of at 
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in the configuration is represented by a column of marked squares of height i -k 2, 
and an occurrence of q~ is represented by a column of marked squares of height 
n q - j  q- 3. An assembly which represents a configuration of J "  will be flanked at its 
(left and right) ends by a marked column of height one. 
We wish to represent 3-  by a Turing assembler J - '  which may move only in such 
a way that 3 7-' may scan marked squares only if those squares border unmarked 
squares (and, as before, may scan unmarked squares only if the latter border a marked 
square). 
The strategy behind the program 7r' of J "  is as follows. As before, J "  reenacts 
the computational step 3": c ~ c' by copying, to the right of the current assembly, 
a representation of e (suitably modified to actually produce c') in a left-to-right 
fashion. As before, ~7-, will do a two-column look-ahead, until it has effected the 
modified part of c. When ~"  has determined the height of a column (corresponding 
to a symbol in c) which J "  is about to copy, it "cancels" this column by extending 
the height of this column to n q- m -[- 4. The columns of unit height, which serve 
as delimiters of the configurations, are not extended. The Turing assembler ~-', 
having determined the height of a column which is to be copied, cancels this column 
and then moves (in a suitable sawtooth path) along the upper periphery of the assembly 
until it arrives at the right-hand edge. 5 7-' then extends the assembly by adjoining 
a column of appropriate height; then 3"  returns to the left, seeking the most recently 
canceled column. When the latter is found, J "  may repeat its cycle of operation. 
It is clear that this style of operation can be effected entirely by 5 z'' moving only 
along squares (either marked or unmarked) along the upper periphery of the assembly. 
As before, the program of 3- '  is defined so that, in the copying of a configuration e 
such that 3-: c ~-- c', where c' is terminal, ~J" itself terminates immediately upon 
conclusion of the representation f c'. 
We have not specified what the initial configuration of ~J" itself must be. This can 
clearly be done in several ways, adjusting the program of ~7-, accordingly. The assembly 
on which 3"  starts is the representation of, say, qlW (of J ' ) ,  flanked by marked 
columns of unit height. 3- '  may be started, scanning the left delimiter. 1 
It is easy to give a representation f a Turing assembler with only one building 
block (i.e., two-symbol alphabet), in much the same style as the preceding construction, 
for the normal algorithm representation f Minsky machines given in [1]. The result 
is the production of assemblies with the same topological character as those already 
considered. But a direct representation f (two-counter) Minsky machines [7, 8] by 
a one-block assembler, which we sketch next, generates assemblies with a lacelike 
structure. 
Let Jr be a two-counter Minsky machine. In a computation ~:  c 1 ~-- e 2 t--- ..., 
the configuration ci = <ji, ki, n~) is a triple of natural numbers, with ji and ki 
the contents of the two counters, and n i the state of the machine. The configuration ct 
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will, in part, be represented in an assembly by a column of height Jl seated on the 
x-axis at 2i - -  1 and a column of height hi topped by the x-axis at 2i. The representing 
Turing assembler, as it constructs a sequence of marked columns corresponding to 
a computation by J/e', will connect hese columns by marking squares eated on the 
x-axis. An initial assembly (representing the counter pair (j, 0)) to which 3 - '  is t 9 be 
applied, is shown in Fig. 1. 
[] 
[] 
9 "" (base  l ine)  " "  
DDU 
DDD 
[] DDD [] [] 
~DD ~DD [] [] D 
[] DDD D~D [] [] [] D 
~ D D D ~ D D D D ~ D ~ D ~ D D ~ D  
[] [] [] [] [] ~ DDD 
DDC [] [] [] OOD 
[] [] [] ~DD 
D ~  DDD 
DDD 
[] 
FIG. 1. An initial assembly (to the left) and a further stage in the assembly (to the right), 
corresponding to the computation by a planar assembler representing the computation by a 
two-counter Minsky machine. (The initial contents of the counter pair is (3, 0); and the number 
in the first counter is multiplied by 2 and the result, which is developed in the second counter, 
is transferred back to the first counter.) The successive values in the first counter are the heights 
of columns above the base line; the successive values in the second counter are the heights of 
columns below the base line. (Only marked squares are shown.) 
A typical subcomputation by ~ '  involves a sequence of pairs of steps; the first step 
of a pair decrements (if possible) the first counter by a positive integer p and the second 
step increments the second counter by a positive integer s. This subsequence of steps 
continues until either the first counter is decremented to zero, or the decrementing 
operation cannot take place. (For example, in the case of multiplication by k ~ 2, 
we have p ~ 1 and s = k.) When the decrementing of the first counter is complete, 
either the content of the second counter is transferred to the first counter (as in multi- 
plication or exact division) or the content of the first counter is restored (as in division 
with nonzero remainder). 
We shall describe informally the way in which J "  represents the computation of J,r 
J "  starts in its initial state, scanning the bottommost marked square of the initial 
assembly. (The initial assembly corresponds to a counter-configuration ( J l ,  0)  and 
consists of a column of exactly j l  -[- 1 marked squares.) We shall refer to those squares 
in the plane which are identified with the lattice points on the x-axis as the base  l ine .  
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The beginning of each subcomputation f Y ,  corresponding to a step in the computa- 
tion by .1[, consists of 3 -  extending the assembly by marking two squares on the base 
line, to the immediate right of the rightmost marked square of the base line. (3- uses 
the squares of the base line for markers which signal when to terminate the upward, 
or downward, construction of a new column in the assembly.) 
When f is to decrement the first counter by the amount p, it does this by locating 
the rightmost marked column in the assembly above the base line, moving to the top 
of this column (i.e., moving upward until it encounters an unmarked square), and 
then backtracking along the column a distance p. J -  performs the backtracking with 
a sawtooth motion, checking squares to the immediate right of the column being 
traversed, to ensure that the base line is not being passed. I f  the base line is not 
passed, then ,Y- marks two squares to the right, and then marks the squares in a 
movement downward which continues until a marked base line square is encountered. 
Y then moves one square to the left along the base line, and then moves downward, 
seeking an unmarked square. Upon finding this square, J -  marks s further squares, 
and returns to the base line. After the assembly contains at least one one marked 
column of positive length below the base line, o~- performs its decrement-increment 
operation in a slightly different way: .Y- seeks out the rightmost marked column 
below the base line, and (corresponding to incrementing the second counter) moves 
downward to tile end of this column, then marks two squares to the right, then moves 
downward marking s squares; 3 -  then reverses its movement, seeking a blank square, 
and, once a blank square is encountered, 3 -  continues upward, marking all blank 
squares until an already marked square (which necessarily is on the base line) is 
encountered. In the case where J -  must perform an operation corresponding to 
decrementing tbe second counter, at the point where .Y has located the bottom of the 
rightmost column of the assembly (below the base line), 3-  moves upward along this 
column s squares, and then marks two squares to the right (if these squares are not 
already marked, i.e., are not on the base line), and then marks squares in an upward 
movement until the base line is reached. Y has then completed a subcomputation 
corresponding to nmltiplication in a computation by .ft. Division is performed bv 
obvious modifications of the procedure just described. 
Clearly, it is enough to show that a planar assembler can perform operations which 
correspond to multiplication (by a bounded number of positive integers and division 
(by a bounded number of positive integers), with the capability of distinguishing 
exact from inexact division, to assure that such an assembler is capable of representing 
any Minsky machine. In our representation the trick of offsetting the columns, above 
and below the base line, and bridging from one column to the next, so that the assem- 
bler needs only a bounded amount of memory to suffice for all computations representing 
a given Minsky machine, is all that is needed. 
It is obvious that, at each step of the computation by J "  in which the Minsky 
machine .d-t' is represented, the set of marked squares constitutes an assembly. The 
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program of J -  can be rigged so that 3- halts just when the corresponding stop instruc- 
tion is encountered in d'['s program. Thus 3- halts just in case ~,[t' does, and in this 
case the result of the computation by .//[ is just the height of the rightmost column 
(above the base line) in the assembly which J -  has created. 
This completes our description of the representation of Minsky machines by 
Turing assemblers. 
3. SPEED/ERASURE TRADE-OFF 
The Turing machine's power-to-erase p rmits economies in its motion and raises 
the question to what extent he speed of computation ofa Turing machine is degraded 
by an inability to erase. 
The Turing assemblers considered above provide some upper bounds for relative 
speed capabilities. For the first Turing assembler ~'-' considered (which builds by 
making modified copies of topmost rows of the current assembly), it is easy to see 
that the time (= number of steps) required by J - '  to produce a complete new row in 
the assembly is given by 
f(c) = 6c + k, 
where c = [e is the length of the preceding configuration of • (i.e., preceding 
row in the assembly) and k is a constant which is independent of c. 
Since the length of the configurations of ~176 increments by at most unity at each 
computation step, if.Y- takes t steps to complete a computation, then the representing 
assembler .Y-' takes at most t' <~ 3t 2 -~ (t + 1)(6c + k) steps for its corresponding 
computation, where c is the length of the starting configuration of 57-. 
In the case of the Turing assembler with one building block (i.e., two-element 
alphabet), which represents a Turing machine oq" by constructing an assembly in 
which the successive configurations are reproduced laterally and the copied columns 
are canceled by building them up to a fixed height, it is easy to check that the Turing 
assembler .Y-' 1:equires time A to pursue its sawtooth motion along the upper periphery 
of the (representation f a) configuration of.Y- which satisfies: 3c ~< A ~< 4ch, where c 
is the length of the configuration and h is the maximum column height in a configura- 
tion. The time A' which 9- '  requires to identify the column to be copied (after 3- '  
has arrived at this column) and to perform the copy operation (after o q'' has arrived 
at the end of the assembly where the copy is erected) satisfies: 8 ~< A' ~< 2h. I f  ~q-' 
performs the most inefficient procedure--copying only one column per back-and-forth 
traverse--the time A" spent copying (the representation f) a configuration satisfies 
8 [ 3c <~ A" ~ 2h(2c -- 1). There are c columns to be copied per configuration; 
and, at best, the configuration maintains constant length during a computation, and, 
at worst, has its length incremented by unity at each step (of the computation by o~7-). 
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So if ~-  uses t ime t for a computation, then o~' uses t ime t'  satisfying: (3c + 8)t 
t'  ~ 2ht 2 + 4hct; moreover, if the Tur ing  assembler ~ is speeded up (by permitt ing 
it to store enough information to reproduce j columns at the end of each pass to the 
r ight of the assembly), then only the coefficients in the bounds change. 
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